











The effective correspondence of a teacher to the wrongdoing action of the student 
in the junior high school spot is explored. 
北野隆司(※1)
KITANO Takashi 
Abstract : Itmay often be opposed to each other byinstruction to thestudent who took wrongdoing 
action at the present junior high school spot . 
Confrontation may take place among teachers by "the severe teacher" and "a teacher kind 
to¥ It seems whether it is thought that "scolding" has an objection in instruction 、and
that it is a turning point of two instruction. Is the effect for which "to scold" or "to have 
been scolded " are possible born? The teacher and the student are straying . 
From investigation of the wrongdoing motive of the boy of diffuseness development injury who 
caused the crime、ageneral wrongdoing act is analyzed in detail、Theboy who takes wrongdoing 
action has the report which showed clearly that it does not have 百 trouble".
If wrongdoing 、suchas a shoplifter 、isperformed 、pleasantsensation 、suchas excitement 、
a thrill 、profits、andpraise 、willbe tasted. I would like to obtain this pleasant sensation . 
It is necessary to know "the mechanism of wrongdoing " of repeating wrongdoing harder . 
Moreover、thepresent condition is that the teachers of the school spot do not have even the 
concern about an "academic student instruction theory " . The Ministry of Education、Cu1ture、
Sports 、Scienceand Technology adjusted "The book which summarizes and describes a student 
instruction theory" in March 、2010(Heisei 22) as a basic document for the school and teachers 
about student instruction . 
I would like to bring the distance close on the basis of this . 
I would like to clarify old academic knowledge and to show the material to consider . 
Keyword : A severe teacher、Ateacher kind to、Confrontation、Trouble、Scolds、Themechanism 
of wrongdoing 、"The book which summarizes and describes a student instruction theory 
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